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About This Game

Atomic Reconstruction is a atmospheric Puzzle game, where you have to use the power of fusion and fission to create and
modify specific atoms or groups of atoms.

Combine and split atoms on varying playgrounds by mass and work your way up to the desired Atom, the fewer steps you need,
the better.

Experience 33 unique challenges in the atmospheric world of chemistry.

Compare your skill with other players on the online highscore.
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Title: Atomic Reconstruction
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Teawork Dev
Publisher:
Teawork Dev
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1,8GHz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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atomic reconstruction 意味. atomic reconstruction chemistry. reconstruction of atomic. atomic structure reconstruction. atomic
reconstruction

Very buggy. Even with friends difficult to finish.. Amateurish nonsense, Baby's First CCG. It uses the same "automatically gain
+1 mana every turn" resource system and the "fit creatures into preset slots where they automatically attack at the end of every
turn" combat system, the former of which is uninspired and the latter of which is the epitome of dumbing down. The balance is
very weird, with creatures almost univerally having much higher HP than attack, but still getting constantly blown off the board
by over-efficient removal spells. The fact that creatures have activatable abilities adds a nice layer of extra depth, but I find the
gameplay frustrating and honestly rather dull. Maybe there's a lot more depth to it than I encountered in my limited playtime,
but I frankly have no incentive to find out, because the game was just so tedious.

Addittionally, the UI is ugly, the card art is dull and I'm struggling to remember if there even were any sound effects. The
macrogame systems are truly bizarre, with the deck contruction being based around points values for each card, a lot of which
seem to make little sense and some weird mechanics about upgrading your deck capacity which I found off-putting. Plus as far
as I saw (and if I was wrong, that's only because the game's layout is so confusing and unintuitive) you can't actually buy packs,
only individual cards, which is ALL kinds of silly.

Maybe you could enjoy this game a bit, if you put in the effort, but there are like a dozen better CCGs out there, so why would
you even bother? It's Interchangeable Digital CCG #572. Play it or don't, but I couldn't find a reason to care about what I
personally found to be an extremely dull game.. Its charming, yes. But is really simple, the fights were pretty much A-A-A-A-A.
Didn't need to use magic, and the two hard bosses i get the feeling that they simply demanded more grinding than strategy. The
story isn't that good or original, and the whole lovecraftian atmosphere wasn't even there. Its short, and my interest in it was
shorter.

I can't say I had fun playing this game, hence I don't recommend it.. This is game was fun. It an 8-15h game top. A lot of glitch,
glitch that you will have to quit the game and cone back because just to die won\u2019t do it. They should add an option restart
from last checkpoint it mind be easier to fix some of those glitch.
Kid friendly but some puzzle may be hard for kid.

wait for a discount.. Feels like a Mobile Game, without Microtransactions (What i expect if you want more then 5€ for that),
but also without Timers that continue once you left the Game.

Gameplay is fun, until you run out of Money and watch Timers to run down. Nice Refund!

Not Recommended for more then 3€!
Seriously, don't give them more than 3³ for that Mobile Game!!!. level design
+ atmosphere

-story
-gameplay

I'm a digital art student. I wanted to see some nice artworks. I got what I wanted.
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Get's old pretty fast. An amazing strategic-fantasy game! Try it. I've played a lot of 'retro' games over the past decade but this is
the first game that's felt like a proper new release
on the SNES shelves in Babbages back in the 90's

RD is a puzzle platformer featuring numbered blocks
The number on the block notes how many coins you can collect before that block vanishes making it useless
for crossing gaps or standing on to get to higher areas.

There's an overhead map inspired by Super Mario Brothers 3 but you have more freedom to look around it to uncover some
hidden locals.

Each stage holds several golden cats (the one most commonly next to a register in a chinese restaraunt). At the very start of the
game there is a locked temple requiring you to return later with the requested amount of cat statues gathered throughout your
travels. There are other items to keep returning back to stages for like a cassette tape and red hot chilli pepper although I am not
yet sure what these do but if you got one item you probably had to disband the blocks necessary to acquire the others hence
many happy returns to each stage in attempt to explore the alternate paths.. game takes farming too literal ♥♥♥♥ing blows..
Very good but hampered by bugs. Pros and Cons:

Pretty cheap at $3.99
Amazing sprite work and 8 bit music
It's fun, if you love the NES then you should play this. No questions.

Now the bad and I really don't enjoy listing the problems because I like the creator's other stuff like Ninja Virus.

Pretty buggy
There's random slowdown that reminds me of Contra Force. You could argue that this is a more authentic NES experience but...
The control mapping does not work. I have a PS3 Hori controller (great D-pad) so obviously it's not supported. Okay, this is an
indie game so it's understandable, I wish X-Input became the standard for every developer, but it is what it is. So I load up X-
Padder and config the controls for the Keyboard. I go with Arrow keys for movement and Z and X for jump and shoot. Only
when I get into the game, the controls don't work. So I hit every button on the keyboard and realize that instead of the Arrow
keys being the directional buttons it's instead the WASD keys... And the reverse happens if you set the controls in the menue for
WASD and K and L for jumping and attacking...

Ouch.

Would I still recommend this? Yes. BUT, that control bug and the slowdown in particular makes it difficult.
. Having the pysical copy plus all its expansions and a bunch of promotion cards should show how much i enjoy this game.
I played this before it came on steam and i can savely say it is Certainly worth your attention!

Even playing against the AI (for which you dont have to pay) is already worth it!
There is no loss in it for you. just try the game out and if ya do not enjoy the core experience you lost nothing but 10 minutes of
your time~

if you do enjoy it. my friend your gonna Love playing more of it.
The expansions add a ton more Variation and stuff to the game.
Events are triggers that activate once they appear.
Base and battleships add as the name says. More bases and battleships!
gambit Set is the odd one out as it has some very unique mechanics.

Overall its so worth your time. now we just goto wait for the Colony wars set!

cant wait to play this 2v2 :D
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